Background: Incomplete data are of particular important influence in mental measurement questionnaires. Most experts, however, mostly focus on clinical trials and cohort studies and generally pay less attention to this deficiency. We aim is to compare the accuracy of four common methods for handling items missing from different psychology questionnaires according to the items non-response rates. Method: All data were drawn from the previous studies including the self-acceptance scale (SAQ), the activities of daily living scale (ADL) and self-esteem scale (RSES). SAQ and ADL dataset, simulation group, were used to compare and assess the ability of four imputation methods which are direct deletion, mode imputation, Hot-deck (HD) imputation and multiple imputation (MI) by absolute deviation, the root mean square error and average relative error in missing proportions of 5, 10, 15 and 20%. RSES dataset, validation group, was used to test the application of imputation methods. All analyses were finished by SAS 9.4. Results: The biases obtained by MI are the smallest under various missing proportions. HD imputation approach performed the lowest absolute deviation of standard deviation values. But they got the similar results and the performances of them are obviously better than direct deletion and mode imputation. In a real world situation, the respondents' average score in complete data set was 28.22 ± 4.63, which are not much different from imputed datasets. The direction of the influence of the five factors on self-esteem was consistent, although there were some differences in the size and range of OR values in logistic regression model. Conclusion: MI shows the best performance while it demands slightly more data analytic capacity and skills of programming. And HD could be considered to impute missing values in psychological investigation when MI cannot be performed due to limited circumstances.
Background
Mental health is mostly measured by one or more psychometric scales that commonly include a set of functional items. It is inevitable to lead to missing items in psychological measurement, in the process of completing scales, due to the existence of many factors [1] . Any missing item will result in the loss of the whole scale score because items are collected to calculate subscale scores and total scale scores. Therefore, incomplete data are of particular important influence in mental measurement questionnaires (psychologic instruments). While researchers generally pay less attention to this deficiency. Many studies fail to mention the existence of missing and the methods of handing it [2, 3] . Others merely alluded to the default method or typically discard of samples with missing value to obtain a complete dataset [4] . These methods, known as listwise deletion or complete case analysis, reduce even more sample size available for analysis [5] . It results in reducing the statistical power (by reduced sample size) and causing greater selection biases if observations with missing values are only excluded from the analysis [6] . In recent years, many statistical methods have been proposed to impute missing values. The most common method consists in imputing a missing value by the average response of the other items or mean imputation in total scores of scale. Such a method is clearly recommended in scoring manuals of widely used quality of life questionnaires such as SF-36 and QLQ-C 30 [7, 8] though it might be inadequate especially when the rate of missing data is high [9] [10] [11] .
Incomplete items of psychometric scales are a commonly encountered scenario in cross-sectional observational studies. Most experts, however, mostly focus on clinical trials and cohort studies or longitudinal studies during more than 20 years of research on missing values. There are few studies on the missing values in psychological tests in cross-sectional studies. Although a few articles cover this topic, they are limited to one aspect. For example, Shrive et al. has compared imputation techniques only based on the Zung depression scale, only considered one simulation (one distribution of the missing data) for each scenario and used a dichotomous criterion ("diseased" or "not diseased" according to the score) for comparisons. It did not make comparisons between the scale scores [11] . These results were hardly to reasonably extending to other questionnaires constructed according to classical test theory.
Therefore, based on the data from three crosssectional surveys, we explored the actual effects of different missing rates from different populations and different scales considering the real-world evidence from the practical application point. Our aim to compare the accuracy and precision of four common methods for handling items missing from different psychology questionnaires according to the types of missingness and the item non-response rates, in order to provide advice to scientific researchers on the choice of appropriate imputation methods in their future work.
Method

Data sources
Considering the wider population and applicability of the scale, three common scales were selected from different age groups as the simulated imputation datasets, which are the self-acceptance scale (SAQ) of college students, the activities of daily living scale (ADL) of elderly people and self-esteem scale (RSES) of middle school students [12] [13] [14] . In enrolled dataset, samples with missing values are typically discarded to obtain a complete dataset. The SAQ dataset included 742 individuals with complete age, gender, the characteristics of parents, etc. The ADL dataset included 1242 elders with age, gender, the characteristics of daily living, etc. There are 3513 middle school students in RSES dataset also with complete age, gender, the characteristics of parents, etc. SAQ and ADL dataset, simulation group, were used to compare and assess the ability of different imputation methods. RSES dataset, validation group, was used to test the application of imputation methods. All datasets were complete on all required variables.
Simulation of missing data
The mechanism of the missingness is important when imputing missing values. Missing item scores can be categorized into three types by Little and Rubin: when the missing data is independent to the actual or potential study variables, the losses are thought to be missing completely at random (MCAR) [15] . If the missingness due to issues related to the biological, psychological, social and/or cultural diversity of subjects, or depends on known or observed covariates, the non-issuance of the response is due to random causes (MAR). And the item nonresponse is classified as missing not at random (MNAR) if the probability of an item being missing depends on the true answer [16, 17] . In real world data, there is no way to verify that the data is MAR or MNAR though MCAR can be confirmed by Litter's MCAR. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the missing data mechanism. Most scholars suppose that the missing of questionnaire data is at MAR, which use the relationships with other variables. In addition, most current imputation methods assume MAR in order to avoiding biased results. So the explanatory variables were assigned to missing under a MAR missing data mechanism in this study.
Imputation methods
Four imputation methods are considered in this study. Among them, (1) the direct deletion method is to delete all subjects with missing values and conduct statistical analysis based on a complete dataset. It is the most common and simplest approach which was used in statistical software. (2) Mode imputation is one of the most naive and easiest methods for imputing missing values for categorical variables. The mode of the non-missing values of each variable was used to impute the missing values.
(3) Hot-deck (HD) imputation refers to selecting the corresponding variable value of the observation most "similar" to the missing observation as the filling value of the missing observation. Generally, it is divided into two methods: sequential hot platform filling method and random hot platform filling method [18] . The most "similar" observation in sequential hot platform filling is selected in some order in the filling class. Random hot platform filling is randomly selected from the filling class. This research selects random Hot-deck imputation. (4) Multiple imputation (MI), which aims to produce a range of values that "approximate" the missing response [19] . MI uses a set of external covariates to generate a range of plausible values for each missing value (based on correlations between the covariates and the item to be replaced). The algorithm works by iteratively imputing the missing values based on the fitted conditional models until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Performance evaluation of imputation algorithms
Comparison of different imputation methods is performed as follows:
(1) Absolute deviation. It is the absolute value of the difference of results between two data points of complete dataset and imputation dataset. (2) The root mean square error (RMSE) [20] .
where n = the number of simulated imputation in each missingness proportion, y ij = statistics of ith imputation using imputation method j in each missingness proportion, y i0 = statistics of ith imputation using complete dataset in each missingness proportion.
Higher RMSE indicates larger differences between datasets imputed with the test methods. A narrower range of RMSE values indicates more stability in imputation method. Likewise, a wider range of RMSE values for each combination indicates less stability and therefore reliability in imputation method.
(3) Average relative error.
The vertical axis plots the percentage relative error for continuous variables and percentage misclassification error for categorical variables, while the horizontal axis groups the results according to the proportion of missing values. Each boxplot represents the error measure over 50 random replications.
Statistical analysis
SAQ and ADL dataset were used as simulation groups. The missing rates in all datasets were set at 5, 10, 15, and 20% under a MAR missing data mechanism, respectively. And We repeated 50 times to simulate a MAR missing data and fill the missing values at each missing rate by four imputation methods before absolute deviation and RMSE of mean, standard deviation, correlation coefficient were calculated. If the results of all methods were similar, average relative error of these statistics will be continued to calculate or they will be computed except those imputation methods with less effective than others obviously in order to determine the preferred methods. RSES dataset, validation group, was analyzed the performance of the extensionality in a supposed real world situation by simulation different nonresponse rates one time. All analyses were finished by SAS 9.4.
Result
Results in simulated situations
The results of the comparisons of imputation methods for the analysis the absolute deviation of mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient are shown in Table 1 . The mean biases obtained by direct deletion are the biggest (0.583, 1.080, 1.453, and 1.586 in SAQ) and mode imputation is the most unstable under various missing proportions. MI has the best result, while the HD is not much different from it. HD imputation performed the lowest absolute deviation of standard deviation for each condition. And the performances of them are obviously better than direct deletion and mode imputation, especially in the high percentage of missing values of both scales.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the RMSE of mean values tended to increase with higher missingness rates under the same imputation approach. The RMSEs of mean and standard deviation in direct deletion and mode imputation of both two scales are higher obviously than other methods. In addition, except for the direct deletion technique, the differences between correlation coefficient calculated with imputed values and those "original values" were very small for other three methods in all the simulation scenarios. Next, direct deletion will be excluded in calculating the average relative error considering the less effective obviously in absolute deviation and RMSE of almost all statistics.
In ADL, the average relative error of mean and standard deviation by mode imputation are obviously greater than HD and MI methods. While in SAQ, the different of mean between three methods are not significant, but the average relative error of standard deviation by mode imputation is also bigger. The average relative error of mean in HD and average relative error of standard Table 1 The absolute deviation for four imputation methods deviation in MI are slightly larger but not significant in both two scales. For correlation coefficient, the results of three imputation methods are similar (Fig. 2) . In the end, we chose HD and MI to the next step because of their small deviation and stability.
Results in real world situation
This portion evaluated the effect of HD and MI on the self-esteem scale in a real world situation. The complete data set included 3513 students from seventh grade to twentieth grade in the study using RSES. The average age was 16.3 years old and 1810 (51.5%) interviewees were male. 54.3% of adolescents were first-borns or only child (n = 1906) and the majority of them are from countryside (n = 3361). The parents of most students worked outside of their hometown for more than 5 years (father 56.0%, mother 52.2%).
The average scores of RSES among middle school students in complete dataset, HD and MI under various missing proportions were showed in Fig. 3 . The respondents' average score in complete data set was 28.22 ± 4.63, which are not much different from imputed datasets even at the missingness proportion of 20%. The biggest deviation of score is 0.04 in HD imputation dataset of missingness rate of 10%, which is inconsistent with the previous result that the higher missing rates are the more errors get. It reveals that using HD and MI methods to interpolate missing values of scales has a good extension.
Based on the general analysis rules and methods of cross-sectional studies and mental health surveys, we further conduct descriptive study and hypothesis testing on the different characteristics of the RSES data. Compared with complete dataset, the two imputation methods also got the semblable result at different HD Hot-deck imputation, MI multiple imputation. SD standard deviation * p > 0.05 missing proportions ( Table 2 ). The differences in all results are no more than 0.2 and the biggest deviation of score is 0.2 in HD imputation dataset of missingness rate of 20%. Overall, the average score of MI is more accurate than the result of HD imputation. However, we found that the variability of MI is significantly increased and the range of difference of standard deviation from the complete data is 0.06-3.44, which is far greater than the result of HD (0.01-0.29). Although the increase in variability did not affect the conclusion of comparison between different features in this study, this bias should be avoided as much as possible in actual work, which is due to the systematic error caused by MI method. Logistic regression model was adopted to explore the relationship between variables in most investigations [21, 22] . In order to better describe and verify the possible bias of the analysis of the imputed data, we also used logistic regression to analyse the relationship between selfesteem and other variables. Self-esteem is divided into two categories (RSES score < 30 or RSES score ≥ 30) and gender, grade, academic record, residence and communication with relatives taking care of you as the independent variable. The logistic regression model was constructed in the complete dataset and the imputed datasets, respectively. The analysis results are shown in Table 3 . The direction of the influence of the five factors on self-esteem was consistent, although there were some differences in the range of OR values between the data sets of original and imputation. The OR value of MI dataset is more similar to complete dataset than HD, but the largest difference of OR value is only 0.03 in the missing rate of 5% of the HD dataset.
Discussion
In this study, an extensive simulation study was performed in three psychology scales to compare the performance of four well-known methods of missing value imputation for missing data at random. To answer the question of whether to impute and to reflect the wide applicability of imputation methods in psychological research, we offer important points of the percentage of missing values and different scales that are mostly used to different populations. As expected, the imputation error of all statistics increases as the proportion of missing values increases in all approaches though the variation tends to reduce slightly, which is due to averaging over much more missing observations. Because the questionnaire survey is different from other studies of which results are independent, missing items would affect subscale and total scores. Even if there are not many missing values for independent items, it will lead to a larger proportion of respondents missing since the missing values of the items are distributed among different participants. There are, for example, only 564 individuals with the complete total scale scores in 1001 samples, when the percentage of missing items set to 20% in the dataset. Therefore, we recommend effective impute missing values to reduce the bias of missing on the questionnaire result.
In addition, the choice of imputation method does seem to drastically affect our results no matter in which psychological questionnaire. Both direct deletion and mode-imputation methods are simple to implement and have low computational requirements, but the performances of them are not satisfactory compared with other methods regardless of the different missing proportions or scales. This finding is in line with the conclusion from the literatures [23] . If the missingness is not related with the outcome, a direct deletion analysis will provide unbiased estimates [24] . Due to the particularity of the questionnaire, it may result in biased calculations in describing the distribution of test results or inferring relevant factors. It may, however, be reasonable to use mode-imputation analyses when computing correlation coefficient because the risk of bias is low and the precision could be bracketed with HD and MI. Therefore, we used both HD and MI to verify the accuracy and extensionality of the imputation method comparing with complete dataset when assumed real-world conditions.
The process of routine survey analysis was simulated in validation group. In general, the results of the MI and HD datasets are analogous to those of the original data. MI appeared to produce minimally biased estimates in describing the average and correlation analysis, but it can easily cause systematic errors in describing tendency of dispersion. The results of HD imputation are more stable no matter average level, hypothesis testing, or correlation analysis, which is similar to the results of the two questionnaires in the simulation dataset [25] .
MI is a relatively sophisticated imputation method. It is mainly performed by the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure and requires a preliminary evaluation of missing data. The use of MI method demands more data analytic capacity and skills of programming. However, for a psychologist or clinician, it is difficult to implement it. Additionally, the biggest problem is that multiple data sets are generated in MI method, after that the statistics obtained by multiple imputation are the integration of many group statistics. So the display of some results and the use of analytical methods have significant limitations. MI may not display all the information of regular statistical analyses. For example, only the regression coefficients of each variable can be integrated and statistical inference can be given when multiple linear regression is performed with multiple imputation. While, there is no evaluation of the stability of the regression equation. And some statistical analysis methods, such as survival analysis, are currently difficult to multiple impute directly using software. Therefore, in practical work, MI imputation has limitations. In our study, the results of HD imputation are also similar to those of the complete dataset, especially in the variability of the data, which is more consistent than MI. It is not easy to produce false negative results due to less increased variability after data imputation by HD. In addition, the basic principle of the HD method is simple and a dataset is convenient to do statistical analyses after imputation. In this case, we recommend HD to fill the missing data because of its ease of implementation and the results can be accepted compared with MI in the psychological questionnaire.
Conclusion
We would be wise to think about the missing-data problem in psychological scales prior to making decisions. MI shows the best performance while it demands slightly more data analytic capacity and skills of programming. And HD could be considered to impute missing values in psychological investigation when MI cannot be performed due to limited circumstances.
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